People often wonder how to get started when faced with the task of re-organizing their homes. There are many ways to approach this, but the important thing to keep in mind is that you find a method that works for you.

There are two extremes as to how people manage their belongings – there is the hoarder and then there is the person who throws almost everything out. Most people, though, fall somewhere in between! However, both extremes stem from the same problem – not being able to make a decision. One of the goals in presenting the information below is to provide you with the tools to set criteria and make decisions about what to keep or not.

Presenting some ideas about organizing from the micro (closet organizing and document storage) to the macro (furniture and your living space itself), along with some methods for editing and downsizing should make the process a lot easier. The sections below are organized by two of Work/Life’s popular workshops “Cut the Clutter & Get Organized” and “Small Spaces – How to Live in One!” – our spring cleaning series.

**Cut the Clutter & Get Organized**

**De-cluttering and Organizing**

Decluttering is like having a weight lifted off your shoulders!

De-clutter one closet or area at a time.

The initial organization is the hardest part.

Be mindful of your possessions and consider how they contribute to the overall purpose of your space.
Marie Kondo Quotes

The following quotes have been excerpted from Marie Kondo’s book, The Life Changing Magic of Tidying Up. Marie Kondo is a world-renowned Japanese organizer and creator of the philosophy – the KonMari Method.

- Start by discarding. Then organize your space, thoroughly, completely, in one go.”

- “A dramatic reorganization of the home causes correspondingly dramatic changes in lifestyle and perspective. It is life transforming.”

- “If you tidy up in one shot, rather than little by little, you can dramatically change your mindset.”

- “…we should be choosing what we want to keep, not what we want to get rid of.”

- “…take each item in one’s hand and ask: ‘Does this spark joy?’ If it does, keep it. If not, dispose of it.”

- “The point in deciding specific places to keep things is to designate a spot for every thing.”

- “I have only two rules: store all items of the same type in the same place and don’t scatter storage space.”

- “It’s a very strange phenomenon, but when we reduce what we own and essentially ‘detox’ our house, it has a detox effect on our bodies as well.”
Step 1 - Basics:

- Start small
- Choose an area
- Allot time to organize (and it will take longer than you might think)
- Clean-up
- Review what you have accomplished

Step 2:

As you go through each closet and drawer, create piles of things to:

- Keep
- Donate
- Recycle
- And just plain throw-out!

Step 3:

- Gather like items together (i.e. hats, office items, outdoor attire - such as coats, and umbrellas)
- Purge!
- Everything that you keep should be assigned a home
- Make things easily accessible, particularly the things you use all the time

Once you know what you want to keep:

- Find appropriate storage and label the boxes
- Until you know exactly what you want to keep, you might need to move things around so everything fits properly in closets and drawers. **DO NOT BE AFRAID** of this. It is part of the process.
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**Storage:**

**Closets**
The best way to organize a closet is by taking every single thing out of it. Then go through everything, deciding whether it is to be kept, donated, recycled, etc., before anything goes back in.

For more information see “This is Your Ultimate Guide to Closet Organization”

- Skinny hangers make a huge difference in how much space your clothes will take up in your closet. If all your hangers are the same style and color, everything will look more orderly. Some good hangers are Real Simple’s “Slimline”.

- Storage boxes for accessories and other items have a lot of options in sizes and styles. The clear plastic ones allow for easy viewing. Labelling everything is the most helpful method in order to know what’s inside each box. Measure your shelving and closets very carefully so the boxes fit properly.

- Accessory storage – those closet door containers that you thought were just for shoes are even better for easy viewing and accessibility for scarves, gloves, or other small items you want in easy reach.

**Drawers**
Take every single thing out. Then go through everything, deciding whether it is being kept, donated, recycled, etc. before anything goes back in.

- Plastic drawer dividers can help to fully utilize and organize every inch of drawer space.
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Storage underneath the bed

- It's best to have a bed that has complete storage underneath so every square inch is utilized, but if you are not ready to buy a new bedframe with built-in storage, then separate storage drawers are an option.

Kitchen

- Storing food in stackable air tight containers saves space, and keeps unwanted guests away.

More kitchen storage information is available in this article. “Top Organizers Share Their 11 Best Kitchen Storage Secrets”

Long-term Storage

- Photos and memorabilia can be stored in archival boxes on the highest shelf of a closet.
- If at all possible, avoid off-site storage.
- Off-season storage: “How to Store Your Winter Clothes”
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Maintenance

- Maintaining your newly organized home is very important – otherwise, you will be back to where you started.

- It doesn’t matter what system you use to keep yourself organized, just as long as you stick to it. Create a habit, such as not going to sleep unless everything has been put away. If you can’t go through all your mail on a daily basis, then set some time aside to go through all of it on the weekend.

Recycling

The Upper West Side Recycling organization provides a very thorough list of hard-to-recycle items, such as batteries and lighting, paper shredding, plastic, textiles, and also lists organizations that accept donated items. Many of the resources listed are applicable for any area in NYC.

https://www.uwsr.org/hard-to-recycle-list

The Department of Environmental Stewardship website lists many resources. They partner with Facilities twice a year to help Columbia departments and affiliates recycle unused or unwanted items.

https://sustainable.columbia.edu/

More Information

“Spring Cleaning in 10 Days”

“15 Affordable Furniture Brands You Need to Know Now”

National Association of Productivity & Organizing Professionals

https://www.napo.net/
Small Spaces – and How to Live in One!

Some basics:

- Understand the **flow of the space** you have and its limitations.
- You **can** downsize and live in a smaller space – **eliminating things is freeing**! You can be weighed down by your possessions.
- **Choose** what you live with very carefully.
- **Living small** is a way to reduce your environmental impact.
- **Do not use off-site storage!** Do you really need these things? This is usually a waste of money.
- Buy only what you really **need**.
- **Tidy up and organize daily.** This should be part of your regular routine.
- **Take care of your home** and it will take care of you (you’ll feel good!).

Things to consider:

- De-cluttering and organizing (see the “Cut the Clutter and Get Organized” section)
- **Scale of space / Scale of furniture**
- **Sight lines**
- **Lightness / Transparency of furniture**
- **Maximize storage / Furniture does double-duty**
- **Go vertical / Use the walls**
- **Color – use sparingly / Stick to neutrals**
- **Lighting**

Planning your space

When planning your space, there are a few things you should keep in mind:

- Think about how you use the space and what is most Important to you.
- Find photos of spaces you like
  - Why do you like it? Are there elements you can replicate?
- Make a detailed list of your requirements per room.
- Consider the number of people living in the space and what their needs are.
- Consolidate items.
- Think about aesthetics and practicality – minimalism/order vs. clutter.
- Measure the space – and measure twice!

- Hire professionals if you need them (architect, carpenter, etc.)
- Make a budget and a schedule – you will go over budget and over schedule, so build in flexibility.

For help in planning your **room layout**, Apartment Therapy has some suggestions for apps to make it easier. “**The 10 Best Apps for Planning a Room Layout and Design**”
Scale of Space / Scale of Furniture

When everything in the apartment is nearby, you’re really going to notice when something’s amiss. This means that little details can make a big difference.

If something about your space just seems a bit off, or if you’ve put everything away but your apartment still seems inexplicably cluttered, take a look at these five details that can open up a small space.

- Shades that mount inside the window frame rather than on top of it help to add dimension to the wall and scale the windows appropriately
- Furniture that doesn't quite touch the floor
- Wall-mounted shelves in place of bookcases
- A rug that’s big enough and sized appropriately for the area and space
- Artwork that’s big enough for your space

Focus on highlighting key elements of your space.

Create different zones within a room – a dining area, sitting area, entry area, etc.
• In a small space or apartment, every area needs to be thought about.

• Clear and open sight lines enable your eye to continue throughout the entire space.

• Use curtains around the bed area that are the same as at the window. They disappear when open, but when closed they might be translucent, still providing privacy but allowing some light through them.

• When you first enter a room, what do you see? A translucent screen hides the kitchen or bathroom door, so seeing the apartment’s plumbing is not your first impression.
Lightness / Transparency of Furniture

- Lucite – weightlessness makes it nearly invisible and doesn’t take up visual space.
- A shallow console table gives you some horizontal surface, and the ability to store baskets underneath (baskets can hold hats and gloves in the winter).
- Air space around, above and below keeps the space open.
- To make a piece of furniture disappear, paint it the same color as the wall.
- Dark colors make the space feel smaller, which can create a particular effect, but need to be used thoughtfully, especially if there is a bulky coffee table or desk. You can remedy that problem by going for glass or a clear, durable plastic surface, such as Lucite. The see-through quality will take up less visual space and make the room seem bigger, even if the coffee table is exactly the same size as your old one.
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Lightness / Transparency of Furniture (cont.)

- Screens or backless bookshelves can be used to delineate areas in a room and create the illusion of multiple spaces.

- A decorative room divider, panel, or curtain can artfully carve out different areas from one large space.

- You can use a bookcase for more than just storing books. It can also separate your work space from your sleeping quarters.

- It is not necessary to rely on walls to create "rooms".
Maximize Storage / Furniture that can do double-duty

- Consider every inch of space – not all of it needs to be actively used, as you might want to consciously have empty “air” space.

- Be consistent with storage components. This helps to make the space feel more organized and less visually confusing.

- Multifunctional furniture might be helpful:
  - An ottoman could be extra seating or the coffee table
  - A trunk or rectangular basket can serve as a play table, or a coffee table, and has storage for blankets, pillows, etc.

- Don’t be afraid to accessorize. Filling walls, shelves, and tables with items you love will automatically make the space inviting, cozy and personal.

- Be sure not to mistake clutter for accessories! Be organized and intentional with what you choose to hang and place.

- When really low on storage cabinets or closets, display your possessions like art.
Go vertical / Use the walls

- Do not waste vertical space.
- Wall space or overhead in the kitchen can be used to hang pots and pans.
- Shelves on the wall are not as heavy as cabinets. Monochromatic floating shelves give the room an airy feeling and enable a tightly edited display of plates, glasses, canisters, etc.
- Use spaces below surfaces and above eye level.
- If your ceilings are high enough, build a loft area.
- Hang a bike from the ceiling or wall – but be sure there is proper support (beam or stud). It can look like wall art or sculpture.
Color – use carefully!

- Where are the light and dark spots in the space?
- Have consistency in color (neutrals) - and then add splashes (intense color).
- Dark colors close the room in, making it feel cozy. Light colors make it feel more open.
- A cheery yellow or a bright white on the walls can make a room seem much bigger.
- Be sure to choose accents wisely; you can opt for big color on the furniture if everything else is monochrome and neutral.
- To make a piece of furniture disappear, paint it the same color as the wall so it does not register the bulk of the furniture.
**Lighting**

- Overhead lights can be harsh and very limiting, as they cast a uniform glow over your space, highlighting every flaw and making the room look smaller.
- Use lamps that make the most of the areas that you love the most, like a reading nook or a particular piece of artwork.
- Light each zone – bed, table, desk, sofa area – separately.
- **Pick a focal point.**
  - A dramatic statement piece can be the focus of a space, big or small.
  - Consider lighting both during the day and at night.
  - Lighting should not just be against the walls.
  - Three different light fixtures that accomplish different things.
    - Ambient light - use a patterned, focused overhead light
    - Accent light - a table lamp or floor lamp
    - Task light – a table or floor lamp, but used for reading

**Lighting – reflected light**

- Mirrors reflect light and expand a space.
- Use a large mirror in a small room – it will create an illusion of depth.
- Use mirrors in hallways and stairways; they help to expand the space.
- Be thoughtful about where you hang a mirror, as it will reflect the opposite wall. What do you want to see reflected?
An Example

Before

Here's the Story

A tiny apartment (this one is only 307 square feet) doesn't need to feel cramped. With a few renovations (and thoughtful furniture changes), a small space can look much roomier. There are three key problems with this apartment.

**Problem No. 1:** No room for furniture. The living room is a mishmash of mostly large-sized furniture, making it feel cluttered and cramped.

**Problem No. 2:** The kitchen is an open area without any counter or storage space, and just a mini-fridge.

**Problem No. 3:** The bedroom is claustrophobic with very little storage.

And the difference is...
• Color ties the entire apartment and the furniture together.
• Scaled-down furniture – swap out over-stuffed pieces for smaller, more tailored pieces.
• Floor-to-ceiling open shelving creates storage, organizes things, yet still feels open.
• Kitchen is uniform, with open shelving. Curtain is used to hide and separate.
• Table folds out for eating - when folded in it is only 12” wide.
• Storage is added in slide-out drawers under the bed.
• The sofa is floated in the middle of the space which helps to create a delineation between the kitchen and the living room, as well as utilizing the space more efficiently.
Resources

Books

Furniture

New
All Modern https://www.allmodern.com/
CB2 https://www.cb2.com/
Chairish https://www.chairish.com/
Container Store https://www.containerstore.com/
Crate and Barrel https://www.crateandbarrel.com/
Design Within Reach https://www.dwr.com/
Dot & Bo https://www.dotandbo.com/
Gothic Cabinet Craft https://www.gothiccabinetcraft.com/
Jensen Lewis https://www.jensen-lewis.com/
Knossos Furniture Design https://cnccabinetry.com/dealer/furniture-design-knossos-inc/
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams https://www.mgbwhome.com/
Muji https://www.muji.us/store/furniture-interior.html
Pier 1 https://www.pier1.com/
Resource Furniture https://resourcefurniture.com/
Room & Board https://www.roomandboard.com/
Structube https://www.structube.com/en/
West Elm https://www.westelm.com/
West NYC Home https://www.westnyc-home.com/
Used

Housing Works  https://www.housingworks.org/
Kaiyo  https://kaiyo.com/
Flea Markets – 76th Street & Columbus Avenue on Sundays; Brooklyn Flea; LIC Flea; Chelsea Flea  https://www.fleamarketinsiders.com/nyc-flea-market/

Online options:
“Here’s Where to Buy the Chicest Secondhand Furniture Online”

Websites

https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/  *
https://www domino.com/  *
https://freshome.com/  *
https://www.housebeautiful.com/  *
https://www.marthastewart.com/  *
https://www.mydomaine.com/  *
https://www.realsimple.com/  *
https://www.refinery29.com/en-us  *

* Sources